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Convert Gestures of Arabic Words into Voice 

Shaker K .Ali,  Ali Al-Sherbaz, Zahoor M. Aydam 
 

Abstract: Gestures are one of the best ways of communication between dumbs and other 
people using the expression of signs language. In this paper, we suggest an algorithm for 
recognizing hand gestures of Arabic words () سع�دة ح�اة  لك  اقتباس- اتمىن   to by using dumb 
(through signs) and convert the sings into voice corresponding to sings words. The proposed 
algorithm  for Convert Gestures of Arabic Words into Voice , record video of gesture ( of the 
dumb person ) then convert the  video into frames (images), preprocessing for the resulted 
image must done by remove the noise, resize the images and increase the contrast,  then 
calculate the distance to clustering  the words  by  using (C4.5 ,  k-mean , k- medoid and 
artificial neural network),  calculate the distance ( or features)  by using Euclidean distance 
and slope where ,there are eighteen features (eight features from Euclidean distance, eight 
features from slop, Area, and perimeter). The results in the training stage were (C4.5 gave 
100%, k-mean gave 95.2% k-medoid gave 91.9% and ANN gave 91.27%). While in the testing 
stage we used three classifiers (Euclidian Distance, Modify of the Standardize Euclidian 
Distance and Correlation) and the results show that (Euclidian Distance gave 94.4%,Modify 
of the Standardize Euclidian Distance gave 100% and Correlation gave 94.4% )  We create 
our database (three  videos with 250 frames) for training and one video for testing.  

Keywords: Gestures, Feature Extraction, C4.5, K-Mean , K-Medoid and  ANN  
 
 
1. Introduction 

Communication is the way for expression about thoughts, opinions, information, or 
messages between the people by writing, speaking, or signs. Communication is usually oral 
expression between people by talking to each other while people dumb cannot 
communicate with others as ordinary people do, they can’t speaking people who are deaf 
are able to speak, but they unable to hear. While the blind are unable to see but they can 
speaking and listen [1].   The gesture is a kind of nonverbal communication with a part of 
the body, which used together with verbal communication. The gestures are obscuring not 
totally specific. Like the talk and handwriting, gestures change from individual to individual, 
even to the same person in different cases [2].A gesture is a language used by dumb people. 
Dumb people use signs to show their ideas. Gesture language is different from each country 
to another country with its special vocabulary and grammarian. In fact, gesture language 
can vary in one country from one place to another, as Languages spoken [3]. The gesture is 
the movement of any part of the body such as the face and hands a kind of motion [4]. There 
are two methods for recognizing the gesture; the first way is based glove and the second 
was based on computer. The first way depends on the hardware and gets information from 
the joints of the hand by using sensors to know the classification of hand gesture.  This way 
use video and convert the video into frames to identify the pattern they know the hand 
gestures [5].  



 Recognize of gesture language at present, by the token gesture of humans using video 
camera such as a mobile, tablet, special camera, or laptop camera [6] then convert the video 
into the image and extract the features then classify each number into voice, this paper 
focuses on the  how  the gesture language translate into voice to make the dumb 
communicate with other people through voice . The Arabic words gesture as shown in Figure 
1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Gesture of Arabic Words  

 

2.Clustering Algorithms and Classification Algorithms 

There are many algorithms for clustering and classification, in our algorithm we tried to use 
the C4.5, K-mean, K- Medoid algorithms and ANN the result from our experiments shows 
that C4.5 is the best one and high accuracy. C4.5 algorithm  
C4.5 is a standard algorithm for inducing classification rules in the form of the decision tree. 
As an extension of ID3, the default criteria of choosing splitting attributes in C4.5 is 
information gain ratio instead of using information gain as that in ID3, information gain ratio 
avoids the bias of selecting attributes with many values[7].     C4.5. Algorithm steps [7]:  
Check the basic cases. 

 For each calculate features :( Acquire the normalized information from the division 
on an attribute X). 

 Select the best features that have the highest gain for information. 
 Create a node is divided by the best decision point, such as the root node. 
 Repeated the sub-menus obtained by splitting on the best a and adding those nodes 

as the children node. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
3.Proposed Algorithm 
 
The proposed algorithm consists of four steps (images acquisition, preprocessing step, 
features extraction, classify (in training) or comparison (in testing) and convert into voice).  
as show in Figure 2.  
 

 

3.1 Dataset Aquisyion   
 We created our dataset by using an external camera in the laboratory by using different 
cameras to create our dataset. The background of images must be black color to be easy for 
classify objects (the image must contain only sign part). The position of the camera is also 
important issues to remove the background and keep the sing only.       
Here we took eighteen words in Arabic words of three different persons, where these words 
will be as different templates.  The videos are contains a series of frames (images) with size 
(720*1280 pixels) and (640 * 480 pixels). In this paper we used three videos contains 123 
frames (images) with (720*1280 pixels) and 127 frames (images)  with size (640 * 480 pixels) 
(for training stages).  
 
3.2. Pre- Processingre  

   The Pre-processing includes the following steps:  

 Transform the videos into the required frames (images k) 
 Convert the image (images k) to gray scale format then convert the resulted image into 

a double image the resulting image is an enhanced image. 

 Transform the enhanced image (images k) into a binary image. 
 Remove little objects from the binary image using morphological operations (Dilation 

and closing). 



 
3.3 Segmentation   
 Segment the palm area from the resulting image of the morphological operations 

(Dilation and closing). 
 Use the resulted image as a mask 
 Multiply the enhanced image by mask. 
 Calculate the angle according to the following Equation (1) [8]. 

           
 
Rotate ( image k) according to the following equation (2) [9]. 
 

 
 (  z, w) and  (z,w) : are pixel coordinates before and after rotation, respectively,  

  θ : is the counter clockwise angle of rotation.  
 Convert the image (image k) to a binary image and segment the palm area 
(used as mask).  Multiply rotate ( image k)with a palm-sized mask.  Resize the 
image [any * 100]. 
 Convert the image (Image k) to a binary image. 

 
3.4 Feature Extraction  
In our proposed algorithm there are 18 geometrics features for each frame (image) these 
18 features divided  in (8-features) calculated from the distance between the 8 points within 
the center of hand, (8features) calculated from the slop of the same 8 points in first (8-
features), one feature calculated from area and one feature calculated from perimeter.  We 
can calculate the 18-features by using as following  steps:     

 Extract 8 points of palm. 

 Calculating the 8-features include the distance of 8 points  by using Euclidean distance 
from the center of palm to the 8- points according to Equation (3) [10], and calculate 
the length of the palm and  divide the distance by the  length of the palm 



 
 

 
 Where as: 

( . 
             n: Number of properties   

            : Distance between points and center of palm 

            : The coordinates of the i property for Z (where Z: points ) 

        : The coordinates of the i property for   o (where o: center point of palm) 

 The second 8-features include the slop from center of palm to the 8-points as according 
to Equation (4) [8].Then calculate (tan ) of the slope. 

                                                               

 

 

  Where as:  

              yz: the y- axis  points  

             : the x- axis  points            

 the y- axis of center value point of palm  

      : the x- axis of  center value point of palm 

 Calculate center point of palm as in Equation (5) [11]. 

  
 



         
   Where:  

: the x- axis of center value point of palm 

: the y- axis of center value point of palm 

: The distance at which the center of the shape moves away from the junction point       

of the axes     on the axis (x)  

: The distance at which the center of the shape moves away from the junction point of 

the axes on the axis (y)  

: Area the shape 

 Calculate area of palm as according to Equation (6) [12], and divided the results by 10000 
(to reduce the big numbers). 

  
 

  n:  Number of points  

  : x- axis coordinates points 

   : y- axis coordinates points 

 

 Calculate Perimeter of palm as according to Equation (7) [13] and divided the results by 500.  

  

n: Number of ribs   

x: length of the rib   

 
Calculate the feature vector for each word ( 18 words) by using two steps: 
 
Calculate the average of features for the same words from different   images of the same 
word. 



 

Calculate the feature vector for the first image of the word and ignore the rest images of the 
same word. 

 
4. Result 
 
The proposed algorithm contains two parts; one for training with 250 images while the 
second part is for testing by using 18 images as shown in Figure 2. In training part we need 
to calculating 18 features using C4.5 algorithm for classify the 18 types of words for each 
image as shown in Table 1 for distance, slop, area and perimeter respectively, then calculate 
the features for each words 18 types words as shown in Table 2 (the average of features for 
the same words from different images of the same word)   and Table 3 shows the feature 
vector for the first image of the word  and ignore the rest images of the same word.  When 
we used three videos with 250 frames (images) we found that the results from four 
clustering algorithms; K-mean, K-mediod, C4.5, and ANN, for 18 words which gave different 
results for recognition as shown in Table 4 as following:  
When we Implement of the k-mean cluster algorithm on the extracted features we found 
the accuracy of K-mean is 95.2000% , K-medoid is 91.9111% , C4.5 is 100%  and ANN is 
91.2727%for training stage when the dataset is 250, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 3  
respectively.  

 

 



 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Table 4 the C4.5 algorithm is the best algorithm in the classification and accuracy 



 

Figure 3. shown the difference between Four algorithms rate  

In testing stage  the features will classify where the input image will be in cluster or class of  
18 types of  words by comparing the feature vector with the 250 vectors stored in the 
dataset then the result will convert the class type or cluster type into corresponding voice 
(words) as shown in Figure 2. The testing of our algorithm is done by using Equation (8)[14] 
which is the modify of the Standardized Euclidean distance , by using Equation (3) of the 
Euclidean distance and also by using Equation (9) [15] of the  correlation to compare the 
new features of  input image  with the classified features database of images.The results 
shows the accuracy of three ways ( Modify of the Standardized Euclidean distance, Euclidean 
distance and Correlation)   in Tables 5 and Figure 4  

 

Where : 

   :is the  valuse of first vector value.  

   :is the  valuse of second vector value.  

 n     : is the number of elements in vector.           

   is the mean value of first and second vector 

 
 
 Where xi is the intensity of the ith value in vector 1, yi is the intensity of the  ith value in 
vector 2, xm is the mean intensity of vector 1, and my is the mean intensity of vector2.       
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Table 5.  the result  accuracy of by using three ways  

No. of tested  
images   

No. of 
dataset  
images   

 Accuracy by using  

Euclidean distance  
Modify of the  

correlation  Standardized Euclidean  
distance  

18 250 94.4444%  94.4444% 100% 

 

The result shows that Modify of the Standardized Euclidean distance is the best accuracy 
from Euclidian distance and the correlation.  

 

Figure 4.shows the accuracy rate using (Euclidian Distance ,Correlation and Modify of the  

Standardized Euclidean distance  

 

5.Conclusion 
 
 In this paper, we have designed a system for recognition of Arabic words for gesture 
language based on clustering methods. In our experiments, we found that the geometric 
features (distance, area, perimeter, and slope) are the good eatures rather than the others 
features such as (shape, texture, color,…..etc). There are many clustering and classify 
algorithms used in our proposed algorithm such as (K-mean, K-medoid, C4.5, and ANN) 
where the experiments found that C4.5 algorithm is the best one in clustering or classify 
with the percentage of(100%) in training and (100%) in testing. In the testing stage, the 
results found that the modify of the Standardized Euclidean distance  is best metric for 
calculating the corresponding features vector of the tested image to know the type of which 
words (18 words) while others metrics such as (Euclidean distance and Correlation) is lower 
accuracy  than the Modify of the Standardized Euclidean distance.  
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